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Abstract

Detecting realistic fake images and videos is an increas-

ingly important and urgent problem because they can be

maliciously used. In this work, we propose FakeTalkerDe-

tect, which is based on siamese networks to detect the re-

cently proposed realistic talking head with few-shot learn-

ing. Unlike conventional methods, we propose to use pre-

trained models with only a few real images for fine-tuning

in siamese networks to effectively detect the fake images in

a highly unbalanced data setting. Our FakeTalkerDetect

achieves the overall accuracy 98.81% accuracy in detecting

fake images generated from the latest neural talking head

models. In particular, our preliminary work also demon-

strates the effectiveness for the highly unbalanced dataset.

1. Introduction

Significant advancement made in Generative Adversar-

ial Networks (GANs) allow generating highly realistic and

sophisticate images such as human faces, scenes, objects,

etc. However, these GAN generated images and videos

can be misused and maliciously used to fake someone, ob-

jects, and facts, and can be exploited to further harm and at-

tack individuals. Recent reported incidents [1, 2] by Deep-

Fake [3] and DeepNude [4] show that these technologies

can be abused and misused. To address these challenges,

recent research [5, 6] shows various forgery detection tech-

niques. However, it is not easy to cope with newer or differ-

ent deep fake generation methods, if detection models are

developed and trained with older approaches. Recently, Za-

kharov et al. [7] developed the new highly realistic person-

alized talking head generation models using few-shot ad-

versarial learning methods. They use embedding layers to

extract feature landmarks of human faces and process those

into the generator in few-shot GAN, where original training

inputs provide attention to middle of generator layers for

few-shot learning.

Figure 1. Real images (left) and few-shot GANs generated im-

ages (right), where the left image is from the original VoxCeleb2

dataset and the next three images are the generated fake images

from the few-shot GAN learned from realistic neural talking head

models [7, 8]

In this work, we propose FakeTalkerDetect to detect im-

ages generated from highly realistic virtual talking heads

from few-shot learning by Zakharov et al. [7]. Since Za-

kharov et al. [7] did not provide the source code, we used

the implementation in PyTorch by Grey-Eye [8] to gener-

ate neural talking heads for Zakharov et al.’s approach. Our

key contributions are summarized as follows: 1) Our pre-

liminary results show that highly realistic fake neural head

models can be detected with high accuracy with well known

AlexNet [9], 2) We show that pre-trained model as well as

siamese networks [10] can achieve higher accuracy with

highly unbalanced dataset with the limited number of fake

talking head images (e.g., 1%), and 3) We offer open source

versions of our preliminary code for use by the broader re-

search community 1.

2. FakeTalkerDetect Design

In this preliminary work, we aim to detect realistic talk-

ing heads-like images generated by few-shot adversarial

learning [8, 7]. In particular, we focus on detecting highly

unbalanced data setting, where we have significantly more

real data than fake data. To address this challenge, we uti-

lize a siamese network and few-shot learning for detection.

1https://github.com/cutz-j/FakeTalkerDetect



Figure 2. Overview of our FakeTalkerDetect

To generate fake images, we use the implementation devel-

oped in [8], where has an equal model architecture such as

embedder, generator and discriminator layers for few-shot

GANs.

Pre-training and Siamese Network. Our detection

method, FakeTalkerDetect, first pre-trains well-known fake

image classification model such as AlexNet [9], using real

and fake image pairs, as shown in Step 1 and 2. in Fig. 2. In

fact, Step 1 and 2 can be replaced with a pre-trained model.

After pre-training, we further focus on improving the detec-

tion performance. Since we will have more real images than

fake images in a real world detection scenario, we chose a

siamese network to detect fake images after training real

images as shown in Step 3 in Fig. 2. In Step 3, the siamese

network learns two input pairs (e.g., real-real) and evalu-

ates sum of square error of each pair, where the higher error

means that they are different classes. Also, we use mean

squared error loss function for fine-tuning, where this loss

function runs over pairs of samples.

Few-shot Learning. In particular, the siamese network can

be effectively learned by few-shot learning, because real

and fake images are already discriminated in the pre-trained

model. If their pairs have feature mappings, our model can

detect the differences. Moreover, our model is more robust

and generalizable to evaluate new and unseen data using the

siamese distance. That is the main reason we can fine-tune

only with real images on our detection model and expect

to improve the performance in Step 3 in Fig 2. Finally, we

fine-tune our siamese network and measure Euclidean dis-

tance to classify real and fake images generated from talk-

ing head models.

3. Experimental Results

We compare our model with the baseline AlexNet to

compare the detection performance by varying the percent-

ages of fake images in a testset from 50%, 25%, 5% and

1% to measure the performance for highly unbalanced data

settings, which are more realistic and practical scenarios.

We use VoxCeleb2 [11] to create few-shot GAN talking

head fake images (Step 1) by randomly selecting frames

from VoxCeleb2 videos. We use 251,702 images for pre-

training in Step 2. For training and fine-tuning siamese net-

work, we only use 1,138 unseen real images and test differ-

ent number unseen real and fake images for baseline and our

model in Step 3. To evaluate the unbalanced data settings,

we vary the percentage of fake images in the test set rang-

ing from 50% (33,086), 25% (21,866 images), 5% (17,480

images) to 1% (16,723 images). We compared the perfor-

mance between pre-trained AlexNet and our model. As

the percentage of fake images reduces, the accuracy from

the baseline AlexNet decreases. However, ours maintains

above 98% accuracy consistently. With only 1% of fake im-

ages in a test set, our model achieves 74% in precision com-

pared to 61% in AlexNet as shown in Table 1. The result

shows F1 score increases simply by configuring siamese

network and tuning the only real images. This demonstrates

our model has more discriminative ability to distinguish real

and fake images.

Table 1. Performance of pre-trained baseline AlexNet model vs.

FakeTalkerDetect (ours) with different testing data sets, where %

means the proportion of fake images in each testing data set.

Model ACC Recall Prec. F1

AlexNet (50% fake) 98.10 0.98 0.98 0.98

FakeTalkerDetect (Ours) 98.44 0.98 0.98 0.98

AlexNet (25% fake) 97.13 0.95 0.95 0.96

FakeTalkerDetect (Ours) 98.64 0.98 0.98 0.98

AlexNet (5% fake) 96.41 0.98 0.80 0.87

FakeTalkerDetect (Ours) 98.81 0.99 0.91 0.94

AlexNet (1% fake) 96.25 0.98 0.61 0.67

FakeTalkerDetect (Ours) 98.84 0.99 0.74 0.82

4. Conclusion and Future Work

We propose FakeTalkerDetect, which is the siamese net-

work based classifier to detect few-shot GAN-based fake

images. Our preliminary result with highly unbalanced

datasets shows the promising detection performance. In the

future, we plan to experiment with more powerful classifi-

cation models and complex datasets with triplet loss [12].
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A. Examples of Few-Shot GAN generated im-

age

Figure 3. Real images (left) and few-shot GANs generated images

(right), where the left image is from the original VoxCeleb2 dataset

and the right image is the generated fake images from the few-shot

GAN neural talking head models [7, 8]


